SPECTACLE KIT DISCLAIMER AND INSTRUCTIONS
Our kit was designed for use inside and outside of an SCBA, APR and PAPR face piece.
FOLLOWING THESE SIMPLE STEPS FOR OUR SPECTACLE KIT TO SERVICE ALL OF YOUR SAFETY & RESCUE NEEDS.
1. Mask Insert Installation:
1a. (ALT-2001AC: Survivair Classic & Mark II), (ALT-2001B: Draeger Panorama Nova, MSA Ultravue & similar), (ALT-2001U:
Scott AV2000)
Place left side of insert into the mask by pressing the insert firmly against the face plate with the right side to follow. Mask
insert piece should be in contact with the face plate and the insert clip centered at the top.
1b. (ALT-2001AB: Scott AV3000)
Hold mask insert clip and place bottom of insert in front of nose cup. Gently press top of insert down then push firmly
against faceplate. Make sure mask insert clip is centered at the top and both sides of insert sit on the inner rubber that is
attached to the face plate.
1c. (ALT-2001C: Survivair 20/20, 20/20 plus, MSA Ultra Elite, MSA G1 & similar)
With one hand, gently squeeze insert on both sides and place bottom of insert under nose cup. Keep insert clip centered
above nose cup while gently pushing top of insert into mask. Make sure mask insert clip is centered at the top and insert is
firmly against the faceplate. Make sure nose cup is seated properly before putting mask on.
2. Spectacle Frame Attachment to Mask Insert & 2 Piece Detachable/Adjustable Head Strap Positioning:
(BEFORE USE BE SURE THAT MASK INSERT AND FRAME HAVE NOT SHIFTED INSIDE MASK)
2a. Press thumb firmly against top of insert then snap the top bar of frame into the mounting clip.
2b. Disconnect strap at Velcro point. Tuck the right side of head strap into the mask tightly against the right side of the face
plate with left side to follow. Avoid blocking any vital portals or vents.
2c. You may choose to detach the head strap from the frame connection points and store strap in a safe accessible place.
3. Removing Spectacle Frame and Insert from Mask:
3a. Press thumb firmly against top of insert and unsnap spectacle frame. Remove frame and head strap from mask.
3b. Re-attach head strap to frame if previously detached. Position frame on face and secure by adjusting
straps around head.
3c. We recommend leaving insert in the mask, it will not impair vision. To remove, gently pull either side of insert from the
face plate and lift outward.
4. Instructions for Ascension (ALT-002ASF) Spectacle Frame w/ Detachable & Interlocking Screwless Temples (Illustrations Below):
4a. Detaching temples from frame: Position right and left temples at a 45 degree angle and and pull temple from the frame
hinge (slightly wiggling if necessary) as shown in figure 4.1a.
4b. Re-attaching temples to frame: Position right and left temples at a 45 degree angle and gently push temple hinge into
frame hinge ( slightly wiggling if necessary) as shown in figure 4.1b.
* Please note temples will be locked into frame when in a full opened or closed position as shown in figure 4.1c & 4.1d.
4c. Interlocking detachable temples: Position both temples as shown in figure 4.1e
Insert right temple hinge post into open end of left temple gently pushing together as shown in figure 4.1f
Fold temples into closed position as shown I figure 4.1g. (STORE TEMPLES IN A SECURE PLACE)
5. Ascension ALT-00ASHS Detachable/Adjustable Velcro Head Strap(Illustrations Below):
5a. Attaching head strap to frame: Using the buckle clips with the Altek logo and holding the frame, press right clip into
opening located on the front right side of frame and gently push until secure. Repeat process
For left side as shown in figure 5a. Position frame on face and secure by adjusting Velcro straps around head.
5b. Detaching head strap from frame. Holding the frame, gently wiggle and pull at same time to remove buckle clips from
frame as shown in figure 5b.
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Warning:
This spectacle kit and strap were not designed to break the mask seal when in use. Altek Spectacle Kits is not responsible for any
violation or misuse of our spectacle kit in any way.
Visit www.altekspecs.com for more information.

